
Catapult to the Front of the Line

Create a catapult that will hurl a

the furthest distance away.
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Read the following,

penny through a target from

hightighting important information, and answer the questions.

lmagine that you are in the midst of a snowball fight. ln addition to preparing for battle,
you also need to think about protection. Hiding behind something is helpfu[, but what if your
enemy is able to break down your barrier? Throughout history, finding a way to destroy the
enemy's protection while maintaining a safe distance was cha[[enging-untilthe invention of
the catapult, the one-armed throwing machine.

Ancient Greeks referred to the catapult as a mangone[, meaning "engine of war." The
mangonel, weighing approximately z tons, functioned by ftinging heavy objects over and
through walls. Because of its powerful kicking motion, mangonels were also referred to as
onagers, a name derived from onagros, meaning "wild donkey."

A ballista was another type of catapult. lt was designed similarty to the crossbow.
Ballistas relied on the work of torsion to release ammunition that looked like giant arrows.

Over time, gravity catapults, such as the trebuchet, were invented. Trebuchets were
designed to hur[ a heavy object into a high arc, which was quite useful for breaking down
castle walls, especially if the ammunition involved fire. Catapults have been one of the most
effective weapons for warfare.

A sling is attached to the end of the catapult's arm. ln lowering the arm, the user stores
energy in the ropes, and when the arm is released, the arm is flung forward. The force con-
tained in the ropes is at its greatest when the arm first starts to move, and at its least when
it hits a padded buffer, which acts as a stopper. This rapid stop allows the object to leave the
sling at maximum speed before stopping. Adjusting the length of the ropes allows for the
thrown object to aim more accurately at the target.

A lever can help to move or lift objects by apptying force to gain a mechanical advantage.
The lever has two important parts: a fulcrum, or center of rotation, and a force arm, which is

the lever itself. To use the lever, four parts work together: the lever (which is long and rigid),
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the fulcrum (the resting point on which the [ever turns or pivots), the effort (the force that is
applied), and the load (the object that witt be moved).

1. What do you think may have been problematic about using the mangonel in a battle?

2. Draw and tabel the lever, fulcrum, and load.

TEAM CHALLENGE

Participants will work together in teams of two or three for a totai of z5 minutes to make

a mangonel that can toss a penny through a target. The mangonel must be on the floor and
must have a trigger mechanism (it cannot be a person) to launch the penny. A team can win
by making a mangonelthat is able to hurlthe penny through the target from the furthest dis-
tance away. Once the teacher starts the time, your team wi[[ have z5 minutes to gather your

supplies and build your mangonel. After the teacher signals that time is up, you must stop
working immediately and take your catapult to the designated challenge site. Any team that
continues to work after time has been ca[[ed may be disquatified.

Start Time + z5 Minutes = _: End Time

Keep these concepts in mind when making your mangonel:
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CATAPULTS' DISTANCES FROM TARGET

Team r: _ft _in.

Team 4: _ft _in.

Team 7: _ft _in.

Team ro: _ft _in.

Team r3: _ft _in.

Team z: _ft _in.

Team 5: _ft _in.

Team 8: _ft _in.

Team n: _ft _in.

Team r4: _ft _in.

Team 3: _ft _in.

Team 6: _ft _in.

Team 9: _ft _in.

Team rz: _ft _in.

Team r5: _ft _in.

During the team challenge, record the results.

After the team challenge, complete the fo[[owing questions.

t. What did you use for the lever?

2. What did you use to create tension?

3. What was the difference between your object's distance from the target and the object clos-
est to the target? _ft _in.

4. What contributed to the success of the winning mangonel?

5. What would you do differently to refine your mangonel?
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